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The purpose of the paper at hand is first to develop a theory of pro-affine
algebras and their dual objects, ind-affine varieties and groups, and second to apply
the theory to the well-known Jacobian problem, which asks whether or not a
polynomial endomorphism of the complex affine n-space with nowhere vanishing
 w x .Jacobian determinant is in fact an automorphism cf. 3 , for instance . Our main
result, Theorem 5.3, says the affirmative answer obtains if the natural map from
the automorphisms to the endomorphisms as above is a closed immersion of
ind-affine varieties.
w xMuch earlier, I. R. Shafarevich in 7, 8 introduced the notion of ``infinite-dimen-
sional varieties and groups'' and investigated the structure of the automorphism
group of the affine n-space. Those are the ind-affine varieties and groups in our
terminology. While we owe much to Shafarevich's two papers just cited, we have
found some minor flaws in his theory as discussed in the main text below also cf.
w x.4 . More importantly, since Shafarevich's starting point is ind-affine varieties, his
rings of functions are without nonzero nilpotent elements to begin with. We have
found this treatment inadequate for our purpose of application to the Jacobian
problem, because certain ideals naturally associated with endomorphisms with
Jacobian determinant 1 and with automorphisms are not known to agree with their
respective radicals. Indeed, the premises of our main result, Theorem 5.3, are
satisfied and the affirmative answer to the Jacobian problem follows, once the
  .ideals associated with automorphisms are known to be radical ideals. See 5.4
w x .below, as well as 2 .
So, we have undertaken to build our theory starting from the pro-affine algebras.
w xThis was, in a sense, already taken up by Abe and Takeuchi 1 recently, but we had
to redo it our way because their purpose and viewpoints much differ from ours.
The theory we present herein is still rudimentary, and it is hoped that a further
development of the theory will ultimately settle the Jacobian problem.
w xThe notion of linearly compact rings and modules, as in the 1953 paper 9 , is
used in essential ways in our paper. For apparent lack of recent references, we
have added a short Appendix dealing with the subject. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
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1. PRO-AFFINE ALGEBRAS
Let K be an algebraically closed field, of arbitrary characteristic until
Section 3.
 .1.0 DEFINITION. A topological K-algebra A is a pro-affine algebra if
A ( lim A as topological algebra subject to the conditions:¤ i
 .  .a The index i ranges over a countable directed set I, O ;
 .b The A are discrete K-algebras for all i g I;i
 .c The maps m : A ª A for all i O j are surjecti¨ e.i j j i
So, A is a pro-affine K-algebra iff A is complete and separated, and
possesses a countable basis of open neighborhoods of 0 consisting of ideals.
Without loss of generality we may, and shall from now on, assume that the
 .  4index set I, O is N s 0, 1, 2, . . . with its natural order.
A pro-affine algebra A s lim A is said to be algebraic in case all the¤ i
A are finitely generated over K.i
 .Let A be a pro-affine K-algebra. The set TopHom A, K of allK
 .continuous homomorphisms A ª K is denoted by X A and is called the
 .ind-affine ¨ariety associated with A. Thus, a point x on X A is a
 .continuous map f g A ¬ x f g K. We adopt the convention that the
following notations shall mean one and the same thing:
 :x f , f x , and f , x . .  .
 . w nx1.1 EXAMPLE. Let K stand for an n-variable polynomial K-algebra
w x w nx w ny1x  .K T , . . . , T , and let p : K ª K be defined by p T s T for1 n n n i i
 .i s 1, . . . , n y 1, p T s 0. The resulting pro-affine K-algebran n
 wn x . ww`xxlim K , p will be denoted by K , and the ind-affine algebraic¤ n
 ww`xx. ww`xx  .variety X K associated with K will be called the `-dimensional
ind-affine space, denoted by A `.
 .An ind-affine variety X A has a structure of a topological space with
the family of closed sets consisting of
V M [ x g X A : f x s x f s 0 for all f g M 4 .  .  .  .
for all ideals M. This is the so-called Zariski topology. It is clear that, for
A s lim A ,¤ i
`
X A s lim Hom A , K s X A , .  .  .Dª K i i
is0
 .  .where each X A may be viewed as a more traditional variety Specm A ,i i
i.e., the maximal spectrum of A .i
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 .The radical Rad A of a pro-affine algebra A is defined to be the
 .intersection of those closed maximal ideals that are in the form of Ker x
 .for all x g X A , or
Rad A [ f g A: f x s B for all x g X A . 4 .  .  .
By definition, the reduction A of A is then the topological quotientred
 .K-algebra ArRad A . There is another character called A we shallRED
need to deal with. Namely:
 .1.2 PROPOSITION AND DEFINITION. Let A [ lim A be a pro-affine¤ i
  ..K-algebra, and let A [ lim A rRad A with a canonical map r :RED ¤ i i
 ..    ...  .A ª A gi¨ en by r f [ f mod Rad A for f s f g A. Then,RED i i i i
 .  .  .a Ker r s Rad A ;
 .  .  N 4 b Rad A s f g A: lim f s 0 s topologically nilpotent ele-N ª`
.ments , pro¨ided A is algebraic;
 .  .c Im r is dense in A .RED
 .Proof. a Let p : lim A ª A be the canonical projection. Takei ¤ j i
 .  .any f s f g Rad A . Then, for each i and for any maximal ideali
y1 .  .M ; A satisfying A rM ( K, f g p M holds so that f s p f g M .i i i i i i i i i
 .  .Consequently, r f s 0u in A . Conversely, suppose g f Rad A andRED
let M be a closed maximal ideal ; A with ArM ( K and g f M. Then
 .the natural map x: A ª ArM ( K is a point on X A and therefore
 .x g X A for some i. This means that x factors through some p : x si i
p i .  .  .  .A ª A ª K , and p g f Rad A because x g / 0u . Thus, g fi i i
 .Ker r .
 .  .  .b A is supposed to be algebraic now, so Rad A s Nil A , thei i
nilradical of A . In this situation, the inclusion ``> '' is clear. On the otheri
 .  .  .hand, if f s f g Rad A , then f g Rad A for each i, so f is nilpo-i i i i
tent in A . Therefore, f N ª 0 as N ª `.i
 .  .c Given any g s g g A and any of its open neighborhood Ui RED g
we may suppose U s g q N , whereg r
N s 0 ¤ 0 ¤ ??? ¤ 0 ¤ z ¤ z ¤ ??? : .r rq1 rq2
z g A rRad A for ; j ,4 .j j j
  ..i.e., N s Ker A ª A rRad A . Then, take any h g A such thatr RED r r rq1
  ..  .h mod Rad A s g , and choose an f s f g A satisfying only therq1 rq1 i
 . condition that the r q 1 th coordinate f equal h. This is feasiblerq1
 . .because A , O is a surjecti¨ e directed system. This done, one sees ati
 .once that r f y g g N . Q.E.D.r
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 .  .1.3 Remark. By 1.2 above, the sequence
0 ª Rad A ª A ª A . RED
is exact, and the image of A is dense in A . Here, we ask aRED
 .Question. Is Im A s A ; i.e., is A ( A ?RED red RED
 .  . wIn this connection, the two propositions 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 of 1,
xp. 392 purporting to answer the question in the affirmative are not
 .supported by sound arguments. The problem is, in 3.1.1 's case, the
 .  .unwarranted assumption that Rad A surjects to Rad A and, iniq1 i
 .3.1.2 's case, a faulty argument about pullback of maximal ideals down to
 .a subring. Also, in 3.2.1 of that paper, A should be replaced by Ared RED
in our notation.
 . w x1.4 EXAMPLE. For each i g N define A [ K T , . . . , T , T ri 0 iy1 i
 2: w xT s K T , . . . , T , t , and define m : A ª A by stipulatingi 0 iy1 i i i iy1
 .  .  .m T s T for j - i y 1, m T s t , and m t s 0. Then, we see ati j j i iy1 iy1 i i
 .  4   ..once that Rad lim A s 0 and r : lim A ª lim A rRad A is¤ i ¤ i ¤ i i
 .surjective, hence bijective by 1.2 . So, A s lim A is a reduced pro-af-¤ i
fine algebra even though every A is nonreduced.i
 .Let A s lim A be a pro-affine algebra and let X s X A the ind-¤ i
affine variety associated with A. In view of the foregoing considerations,
 .and in particular because of 1.2 , we define the reduced coordinate
 .K-algebra O X of X as
O X s A s lim A rRad A . .  . .RED ¤ i i
 .   ..Then, clearly, X s X A s X O X .
u
A morphism of ind-affine varieties Y ª X is defined as the map sending
 .y g Y ª u y [ y(w g X for a continuous K-algebra homomorphism w :
 .  .A ª B for some A and B such that Y s X B and X s X A . We then
say that the morphism u arises from w : A ª B.
 .The set of all morphisms Y ª X is denoted as Mor Y, X or justK
 .   .  ..Mor Y, X ; it may be identified with TopHom O X , O Y . Note that,K
as a rule, a map A ª B does not lift to one A ª B. So,RED RED
 .TopHom A, B or any of its quotients is inadequate to be taken toK
 .define Mor Y, X .
 .1.5 EXAMPLES.
 .  . 1  w x.a For X s X A the morphisms to the line A s X K T is
somewhat special:
w x w xMor X , X K T s TopHom K T , A s O X . . . .  .K RED
This morphism set has a pro-affine K-algebra structure.
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 .  . w`x w`xb The p in example 1.1 give rise to lim p : K ª K andN ¤ N
` ` consequently a morphism P: A ª A . This is a closed immersion in the
 . . ` `sense of 1.6 below. Another natural morphism I: A ª A arises from
lim i , where i : K w N x ª K w Nq1x is the natural inclusion map of¤ N N
w x w x ` `K T , . . . , T into K T , . . . , T , T . The morphism I: A ª A is a1 N 1 N Nq1
cosection, in the sense that I(P s Id.
Neither I nor P is an isomorphism.
 .  .Let X s X A , Y s X B be ind-affine varieties, and let u: Y ª X be
a morphism. Let f : A s lim A ª B s lim B be the continuous ho-¤ i ¤ j
momorphism corresponding to u. Then, for each j, the map p (f :j, B
A ª B ª B factors through p : A ª A for some i so as to give aj i, A i
homomorphism f : A ª B . Therefore, by suitably renaming the indicesj i j
 .i, we may, and from now on shall always, assume that f s f with f :j j
A ª B .j j
 .  .  .1.6 DEFINITION. A morphism u: Y s X B ª X s X A of ind-
affine algebraic varieties arising from f: A ª B is said to be a closed
 .  .immersion if f : A s lim A ª B s lim B is a sur-RED RED ¤ i red RED ¤ i red
jection.
 .  .1.7 Remark. Even when f is surjective so all f are surjective , f :i red
A ª B may not be so, much less f as above. Cf. the definition ofred red RED
w x .``closed embedding'' on page 187 of 8 .
 .  .1.8 DEFINITION. An ind-affine variety X s X A is said to be em-
bedded if X is endowed with a closed immersion g : X ª A`. We then say
 .X, g is an embedded ind-affine variety. A morphism of embedded
 .  .  .ind-affine varieties Y, d ª X, g is a pair u, ¨ of morphisms u: Y ª X,
¨ : A` ª A` such that g (u s ¨ (d .
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF IND-AFFINE VARIETIES
We shall now set forth some basic facts about ind-affine algebraic
w xvarieties. These were first introduced by Shafarevich in 7, 8 . So, where his
formulation and proof can be taken as is, we will merely quote relevant
w xpassages of 8 . Some of his results. however, call for corrections or simpler
proofs, and we shall supply these where appropriate.
Let A s lim A be a pro-affine, algebraic K-algebra, and let X s¤ i
 .X A be the ind-affine algebraic variety associated with A. Then, X s
 .jX A s jX , so we write each X as a union of its irreduciblei i i
components:
X s jV n for 1 O n O k .i i i
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Recall that a topological space is said to be irreducible if it is not a union
of two proper closed subspaces, and the space is defined to be connected if
it is not a union of two mutually disjoint proper closed subspaces. We shall
need some further definitions now.
 .2.1 DEFINITION.
 .a X is direct-irreducible if the set
S s V n : 0 O ; i - `, 1 O ;n O k 4X i i
of all irreducible components of all X 's form a directed set with respect toi
the inclusion relation ; .
 . l mb Two members V , V g S are chain-connected if there exists ai j X
set of irreducible components of some X , say V 1, . . . , V n, such thath h h
V l ; V 1, V m ; V n hold and that V 1, . . . , V n form a connected chain ofi h j h h h
irreducible components.
 .c X is chain-connected if any two members of S are chain-X
connected.
 .2.2 PROPOSITION. A direct-irreducible ind-affine algebraic ¨ariety is irre-
 .ducible but not ¨ice ¨ersa .
Proof. If X s X 9 j X 0 with closed, proper subvarieties X 9, X 0, then
take points x9 g X y X 9, x0 g X y X 0. Then, both x9 and x0 belong to
some X , so that x9 g X l and x0 g X m for suitable l and m.i i i
But, then, there exists an irreducible component X n containing both X lj i
m nand X , and X is contained in either X 9 or X 0, a contradiction.i j
 . w x2.3 Remark. In 8, Section 1, Proposition 1 it is asserted that the
 .converse of 2.2 above is true as well. The proof there is faulty, and the
following example due to Masaaki Homma shows the fallacy of the
converse.
 . 2EXAMPLE M. Homma . In the ordinary affine plane A s
 w x.  .  .X K T , T , let V s T s i and H s T s i for ; i g N, and let1 2 i 1 i 2
X s V j H , X s X j V , X s X j H ,0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1
X s X j V , X s X j H , . . . .3 2 2 4 3 2
Then, for a vertical line V and a horizontal line H , there exists no thirdi i
irreducible component that contains both H and V . Thus, X s jX isi i i
not direct-irreducible. Nonetheless, X is irreducible. Indeed, if X s Y j Z
with proper closed subvarieties Y, Z, then for any i the intersections
Y l V and Y l H are closed. In case Y l V / V , Z contains all of V ,i i i i i
and likewise with Y l H . So, without loss of generality, one may supposei
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that Y contains infinitely many vertical lines V 's. Now, if some H is noti j
contained in Y, then Y l H consists of infinitely many points on H ,j j
which do not constitute a closed set. Therefore, all horizontals H 's arei
contained in Y. Arguing this way, one finds that all verticals V 's, too, arei
contained in Y. Then Z s B, a contradiction.
 .2.4 PROPOSITION. An ind-affine algebraic ¨ariety is connected if and
  . .only if it is chain-connected see 2.1 abo¨e .
Proof. The chain-connectedness obviously implies the connectedness.
To prove the converse, assume that X s D X l is connected, andi, l i
define on the set S of all irreducible components an equivalence relationX
m n m n w lx, as follows: X , X m X is chain-connected to X . Denote by Xj k j k i
l ww lxxthe equivalence class containing X and by X the union of alli i
m w lx ww lxxX g X . Then, clearly, X is a mutually disjoint union X s j X ofj i i
all subsets of this type. Observe here that an arbitrary union S of sets of
ww lxxthe type X is closed, because the intersection of such an S with anyi
X r g S is either B or X r itself, so that any point of X in the closure ofn X n
S is already in S. Consequently, the connected set X can have only one
l lww xx ww xxX as its disjoint-union member, i.e., X s X .i i
 .  . w2.5 Remark. The result 2.4 is essentially the same as 8, Section 1,
xProposition 2 . However, in that paper the author gives no proof of this
proposition, merely remarking that the proof is ``completely analogous to
 .that of Proposition 1.'' Since the latter proof is invalid as noted in 2.3 , it
was necessary for us to provide a proof.
 .Let x be a point on an ind-affine algebraic variety V s X A . The
 .space T V of tangent ¨ectors at x is defined to be the K-vector space of allx
continuous K-derivations A ª K over x. So, a continuous K-linear map
 .D belongs to T V iffx
D f ? g s f x D g q D f g x for all f , g g A. .  .  .  .  .
In analogy with the more classical case of affine algebraic varieties, one
can characterize the tangent vector space by means of the kernel m of x:x
A ª K. Namely, let mn. denote the closure of mn for each positivex x
 .  2. .integer n. Then, T V s Hom m rm , K holds, and the K-vector spacex x x
2.  .m rm will be called the cotangent space to V at x, denoted V V . Letx x x
m be the image of m under the canonical map A s lim A ª A ,n ¤ i n
so that m s lim m . Then, mn. s lim mn and mn.rmnq1. s¤ i ¤ i i
lim mnrmnq1. Since the K-modules mnrmnq1 are all finite in our¤ i i i i i
algebraic case, they are linearly compact by Proposition A4 of the Ap-
 .pendix. Then, by Proposition A6 iv also of the Appendix, their inverse
n. nq1.  .limit, m rm , including V V , are linearly compact, while the dualx
 .space T V is discrete.x
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In this context, one can define the notion of simple points as follows: For
each n there is a natural continuous surjection
w : Sn m rm2. ª mn.rmnq1. , .n x x x x
where Sn denotes the nth completed symmetric power. Here, the maps wn
are surjective by virtue of the Appendix, Proposition A9. Following Sha-
w xfarevich 8, Section 1, pp. 187]188 , we define the point x to be simple on
 .V or V is smooth at x if w is injective and, hence, isomorphic for all n.n
 .  .Let X s X A , Y s X B be ind-affine algebraic varieties, where we
assume as we may that A s A and B s B , Let f : Y ª X be aRED RED
morphism corresponding to a K-algebra homomorphism w : A ª B. Take
 .  .any point y g Y and let x [ f y , and let m [ Ker y ; B, m [y x
 . y1 .Ker x . Then, w m s m and there arises a natural K-module homo-y x
 . 2.  . 2.  .morphism V X s m rm ª V Y s m rm and its dual map df :x x x y y y y
 .  .T Y ª T X . Assume now that the morphism f is a closed immersion,y x
 .  .so that by 1.6 w is surjective so as to produce an isomorphism ArKer w
( B.
 .  w x.  .  .2.6 THEOREM cf. 8, Theorem 2, p. 188 . Let X s X A , Y s X B
be ind-affine algebraic ¨arieties with A s A and B s B , and let f :RED RED
 .Y ª X be a closed immersion. Let y g Y be gi¨ en and let x s f y . Assume
 .   . ..  . that i X is direct-irreducible see 2.1 a ; ii y is simple on Y or Y is
.  .  .  .  .smooth at y ; and iii df gi¨ es an isomorphism T Y ( T X . Then, f isy y x
an isomorphism of ind-affine ¨arieties.
Proof. Let w : A ª B be such that f saw. We need only to show the
injectivity of w. Since the cotangent space V s m rm2. is linearlyx x x
compact, w causes a surjection V ª V s m rm2. in any case by Propo-x y y y
 .  .sition A9 of the Appendix, but by iii we now have an isomorphism
n . n .  .V ( V , and consequently, S V ( S V for all n g N. Also, by ii ,x y x y
n . n. nq1.there is an isomorphism S V ( m rm . On the other hand, therey y y
n . n. nq1. n. nq1. is a series of two surjections S V ª m rm ª m rm Ap-x x x y y
.pendix, Proposition A9 so as to give a commutaive diagram:
n 6 nS V S V .  .x y
66
n. nq1.n. nq1. 6 m rmm rm y yx x
with top horizontal and right vertical arrows representing isomorphisms
and the other two arrows are surjections. The last two, consequently, are
both isomorphisms, and in particular x is simple on X. Now, take any
 . 2.u g Ker w . Then, u g m , and u is mapped to 0 under m rm ªx x x
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2.  . 2.m rm so that w u g m . Since the bottom arrow in the diagram abovey y y
is an isomorphism, this implies that u g m2.. By induction, once we knowx
u g mn., we argue similarly to deduce u g mnq1.. We write X s D Xx x i i
l  .and take any X that contains the point x. If V s X B is an irreduciblej j
component of X carrying x on it, we denote by ul the restriction of u toj j
l l l  l .nV and by m the kernel of the point x on B. Then, u g m for allj x j j x j
 l .n  4 ln. Since B is an integral domain, F m s 0 . Therefore, u s 0 onall n x j j
V l. For any other irreducible component V m of X , one can take, by virtuej j j
 . n l mof i , a third irreducible component V containing both V , V , and oneh j j
argues likewise to establish that un s 0 on V n and, therefore, u m s 0 onh h j
mV . Thus, u s 0 on X . As j was quite arbitrary, this shows u s 0.j j j
3. IND-AFFINE GROUPS AND THE AUTOMORPHISM
GROUP OF A N
From now on, the ground field K will be algebraically closed of character-
 .istic 0. Let X, Y be ind-affine algebraic varieties, and suppose X s X A ,
 .Y s X B with K-algebras A s lim A , B s lim B . By replacing A, B¤ i ¤ j
with A , B , respectively, we may, and shall, assume that the A , BRED RED i j
are reduced affine K-algebras for all i, j, and a fortiori A, B are both
reduced. Let
I [ Ker A ª A , J [ Ker B ª B .  .i i j j
 4  4so that I ; i g N , J ; j g N give basic open neighborhood systems for Ai j
and B, respectively. In the tensor product A m B, the set of idealsK
 4I m B q A m J form a system of basic open neighborhoods of 0, andi j
 .  .A m B r I m B q A m J ( A m B .K i j i K j
 .The inverse limit lim A m B is thus a pro-affine algebra, alge-¤ i, j i K j
braic over K, called the completed tensor product of A and B, denoted
ÃA m B. Note that A m B are all reduced, because A , B are. The spacei K j i j
Ã .  .  .X A m B identified with X = Y s X A = X B with the product
w xtopology. For more details, see 1, Sections 2]3 .
 .Let G s X R be an ind-affine algebraic variety, and suppose that
certain morphisms
mult: G = G ª G, inv: G ª G
and a point e g G are given in such a manner that G under the rules:
 . y1  .x ? y s mult x, y , x s inv x , is a group with e as its neutral point. One
then says that G is an ind-affine algebriac group o¨er K. This structure on G
creates on R a Hopf-algebraic structure in the well-know manner. Consult
w x1 for details.
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wThe next two results are found, in their original versions, in 8, Section 1,
x.Proposition 3, Theorem 3 , and are reproduced here with slight modifica-
tion of formulation for future reference.
 .3.1 PROPOSITION. A connected ind-affine algebraic group is direct-
irreducible, and a fortiori irreducible.
Proof. Let G s lim X be such a group, and let X l, X m be irre-ª i i j
 .ducible components. Since G is chain-connected by 2.4 , we have
X l ; X 1 , . . . , X n > X mi h h j
with X 1, . . . , X n being a connected chain of irreducible components ofh h
some X . For n s 1, . . . , n y 1 choose g g X n l X nq1. Then, the seth n h h
X 1 ? gy1 ? X 2 ? gy1 ? ??? ? X ny1 ? gy1 X n ; X for some m by the definitionh 1 h 2 h ny1 h m
of morphism of ind-affine varieties. Further, this set, being the image of
1 n the irreducible set X = ??? = X , is an irreducible, ordinary finite-h h
.dimensional algebraic variety, so it is contained in some irreducible
component X s of X . But, then, notice that X l s X l ? gy1 ? g ? gy1 ? gm m i i 1 1 2 2
??? gy1 ? g ; X s , and likewise X m s g ? gy1 ? g ? gy1 ??? g ? gy1 ?ny1 ny1 m j 1 1 2 2 ny1 ny1
m s  .X ; X . So, G is direct-irreducible and, hence, irreducible by 2.2 .j m
 .  .3.1 THEOREM Shafarevich . E¨ery point on an ind-affine algebraic
group in characteristic 0 is simple. In other words, such a ¨ariety is smooth at
.e¨ery point.
 w x.  .  .Outline of Proof cf. 8, pp. 189]190 . Let G s X R with R [ O G
be one such group with the neutral point e. The tangent space at e,
 .  2. .T G s TopHom m rm , K , is identified with the space of invariante e e
derivations on the Hopf algebra R in the usual manner, and accordingly
 .the vector space T G is endowed with a structure of Lie algebra. Let m*:e
R ª R m R stand for the comultiplication on R. Next, let V s m rm2.,e e
n . n. nq1.  .and w : S V ª m rm be the surjection see Section 2 , which isn e e
an isomorphism for n s 1. We prove by induction that w is an isomor-n
phism for all n. So, assume, for k - n, w is injective, and supposek
 . n .  . w x s 0 for x g S V . Take any f g TopHom V, K and let D [ 1n K f
.m f m*: R ª R be the corresponding left-invariant derivation. Then,
k . ky1. .D m ; m for all k. Denote by D the uniquely determinedf e e f
 . k .derivation on S V [ [S V . Then, one checks that the diagram
n 6 n. nq1.w : S V m rm .n e e
6
n. 1 .D Df f
6
ny1. n.ny1 6 m rmw : S V . e eny1
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commutes, where Dn. is the map induced by D on mn.rmnq1.. So,f f e e
  ..D (w s w ( D and, as a consequence, w D x s 0, which tellsf n ny1 f ny1 f
 .us that D x s 0 by induction hypothesis, and this holds for all f gf
 . n .TopHom V, K . From this it follows that x s 0. For, as S V is linearlyK
 4   .4compact, it has a basis e such that e ª 0 as i ª `. Let f i be its duali i
 .basis for TopHom V, K . Then,K
n ? x s D x e . f  i. i
i
which can be checked for x s e m ??? m e routinely. As we work ini1. in.
characteristic 0, we get n ? x s 0 « x s 0. Thus, w is injective, too, andn
the point e is simple. Since G is a group, all other points on it are simple,
and we find G to be a smooth variety.
4. THE GROUP OF AUTOMORPHISMS OF THE
AFFINE SPACE
In order to avoid unnecessary complication in polynomial computations,
w xwe shall confine ourselves to the two-¨ ariable polynomial K-algebra K X, Y
and its endomorphisms and automorphisms. It should be clear to the
reader, as he or she reads on, that the subsequent discussion and results
apply equally well to the three-or-more-variable cases.
w2x w x w2x w2x w2xLet K s K X, Y and let E s K = K . A principal map f : K ª
K w2x is an endomorphism of K w2x determined by the images of X, Y under
f in the form
f X s X q u X iY j, f Y s Y q ¨ X hY l . 1 .  .  . i j h l
iqj)1 hql)1
  .  ..The map f will be considered as f s f X , f Y g E , i.e., ``a point on''
E. Now, E will be viewed as an ind-affine variety by means of the
increasing filtration of closed subvarieties E :d
E [ F X , Y , G X , Y g E deg F O d and deg G O d . 2 4 .  .  . .d
Here, the coefficients of F and G are arranged in a certain fixed order
 .and are looked upon as coordinates of F, G . Thus, E may be identifiedd
2 Nd.  .with A , an affine space of a certain dimension 2 ? N d , and E s
lim E identified with A`. Next, let U be the set of all principalª d
w xK-algebra endomorphisms of the polynomial K-algebra K X, Y with
Jacobian determinant s 1. U is a monoid under composition of maps and
 .consists of, by definition, the maps f given as in 1 above, with Jacobian
<  . <  .  .determinant J f s 1. The larger of the total degrees of f X and f Y
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 .is defined to be the degree of f. If deg f O d, then the tuple u ; ¨ isi j h l
viewed as coordinates of the map f g E s A 2 Nd., subject to a certain setd
 . <  . <of polynomial conditions P U , V s 0 imposed by J f s 1. Let J bea i j h l d
w xthe ideal ; K U , V generated by all the P 's. Then, the set U of alli j h l a d
maps g U of degree O d may, and will now, be considered an affine
 .algebraic variety reduced, but not necessarily irreducible :
2 Nd.U s X K U , V r J ; A .’ /d i j h l d
 .4.1 PROPOSITION. Let
R U [ K U , V rJ , O U [ K U , V r J . 3 .  .  .’d i j hl d d i j h l d
Then, for ; d, there are surjecti¨ e natural maps J ª J , causing surjec-dq1 d
 .  .  .  .tions R U ª R U , O U ª O U .dq1 d dq1 d
 .  .Proof. a Consider the formal power series P X, Y [ X q
i j  . h l U X Y and Q X, Y s Y q  V X Y . Then, the Jacobianiq j)1 i j hql )1 hl
<  .  . <determinant ­ P, Q r­ X, Y is a formal power series in X, Y, and
setting this determinant s 1 produces a ``universal'' set of generators for
the J 's in the following sense: For each d ) 1 truncate each member ofd
the set by letting all U s 0, V s 0, whenever i q j ) d or h q l ) d;i j h l
one is then left with a finite set which generates J . Therefore, by lettingd
all U s 0 with i q j s d q 1 and all V s 0 with h q l s d q 1 onei j h l
w < x w <maps K U , V i q j O d q 1, h q l O d q 1 onto K U , V i q j O d,i j h l i j h l
xh q l O d , carrying J onto J . This ``truncation map'' gives surjectionsdq1 d
 .  .  .  .R U ª R U , O U ª O U .dq1 d dq1 d
 .As a consequence of 4.1 we have a sequence of closed immersions
U ª U , resulting in a structure of an ind-affine variety on the set U :d dq1
  ..   ..U s lim U s D U , and U s X lim R U s X lim O U . Noteª d d d ¤ d ¤ d
ww`xx w x  .that the map K s lim K U , V ª lim R U is surjective because¤ i j h l ¤ d
 . ww`xxof the surjectivity of J ª J Mittag-Leffler , while the map K ªdq1 d
 .  .lim O U may not be so cf. Section 1 . Thus, we fall short of being able¤ d
to say U is embedded in A`.
w xLet us now turn to the automorphisms of K X, Y . It is by now rather
well known how the group of automorphisms of a polynomial algebra over
 w x.a field is made into an ind-affine variety cf. 8, 4 . We shall outline this
process for principal automorphisms only. So, as before, we let K w2x s
w x w2x w2x  .K X, Y and E s K = K . Take f as given in 2 . Such a map f is an
automorphism if and only if there is a c : K w2x ª K w2x such that c (f s Id.
Let G9 be the group of all principal K-algebra automorphisms of K w2x. In
our view, then,
G9 s f , c g E = E f , c both principal, c (f s Id . 4 .
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Now, E = E will be considered an ind-affine variety just as E was in the
above, so that E = E is identified with A` = A`. Thus,
X XO E = E [ K U , V , U , V 1 O i q j O d; 1 O k q h O d . 4 .  . .d i j k h i j k h
X  . XLet G [ G9 l E = E . Then, G is an affine variety; its defining setd d d
of equations consists of the equalities imposed on the coefficients of the
four polynomials by the identity f (c s Id, plus the equalities ; coeffi-
a b . Xcients of X Y with a q b ) d s 0. Let I be the ideal generated byd
 . .these equalities inside O E = E . Then we haved
 . X X4.2 PROPOSITION. There is a natural surjection I ª I for each ddq1 d
and, hence, a closed immersion GX ª GX for each d, resulting in and dq1
ind-affine structure on G9 s lim GX .ª d
 .The proof will be omitted, as it is akin to that of 4.1 and is rather
w xobvious in view of 4, Lemma 0.1, p. 441 . In parallel with the case of U, we
w`x w`x w X X x Xhave a natural surjection K m K ª lim K U , V , U , V rI , but¤ i j k h i j k h d
w`x w`x  .we have not been able to ascertain the surjectivity of K m K ª O G9
 .and this is the crux of the matter see Section 5 below .
Our next aim is to show that the tangent spaces to G9 and to U at the
neutral point e are the same. In order to calculate the tangent spaces, we
w x w x  2:introduce the K-algebra of dual numbers K t defined to be K T r T ,
 2:t [ T mod T , with the discrete topology.
 .  .  .As in 4.1 we let O U s lim O U be the reduced coordinate¤ d
K-algebra for U. A tangent vector to U at e may be characterized as a
 .  .  .  . w xK-linear map D: O U ª K such that f g O U ¬ f e q D f t g K t
is a continuous homomorphism. Equivalently, a tangent vector ¨ at e is an
infinitesimal map at e given by
¨ X s X q P X , Y t .  .
5 .
¨ Y s Y q Q X , Y t .  .
<   .  ..  . <such that the Jacobian determinant ­ ¨ X , ¨ Y r­ X, Y s 1. This
comes down to the equality
­ P ­ Q
q s 0. 6 .
­ X ­ Y
 .  .Conversely, condition 6 will certainly make the ¨ of 5 a tangent vector
at e to U. Therefore, we have established
­ P ­ Q
T U s P X , Y , Q X , Y q s 0 , 7 .  .  .  . .e  5­ X ­ Y
where, as always, the coefficients of P and Q are viewed as the coordi-
nates of individual tangent vectors.
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 .Before proceeding to calculate T G9 , let us make the following obser-e
  .  .  .  .. Xvation: Let P X, Y , Q X, Y ; P X, Y , Q X, Y g G . Then, as is well1 1 2 2 d
 w x.known see, e.g., 4, Corollary 0.2, p. 442 the coefficients of the inverse
 .map P , Q are expressible as polynomials in the coefficients of P and2 2 1
Q with integer coefficients, and vice versa.1
 . XConsequently, the first projection E = E ª E maps G isomorphi-d d d
cally onto a closed subvariety of E which we denote by G . So, defining Gd d
as G s lim G , we get G9 ( G ; E.¤ d
 .4.3 PROPOSITION. For each d there is a two-sequence of closed immer-
sions
G ; U ; Ed d d
and inclusions G ; U ; E.
 .  .Let us now find T G9 s T G . Take an infinitesimal transformation we e
at e:
w s X q P X , Y t , Y q Q X , Y t ; X q P X , Y t , Y q Q X , Y t .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2
and impose on it the condition that it be ``along G,'' i.e.,
X q P t q P X q P t , Y q Q t t s X , .2 1 2 2
Y q Q t q Q X q P t , Y q Q t t s Y . .2 1 2 2
Then, this is equivalent to
P X , Y q P X , Y s 0, Q X , Y q Q X , Y s 0. 8 .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
Also, there is one other condition coming from the inclusion G ; U ford d
 .all d, which is, of course, an equivalent of 6 :
­ P ­ Qi iq s 0 for i s 1, 2. 9 .
­ X ­ Y
 .   . <Therefore, we have found T G9 s w s P , Q ; P , Q Conditionse 1 1 2 2
 .  .4  .  . <  . 48 and 9 s T G s P , Q Condition 9 for i s 1 .e 1 1
 .  .  .4.4 THEOREM. T G s T U .e e
 .4.5 THEOREM. U is direct-irreducible and, hence, irreducible.
Proof. Express U as the union of closed subsets of degree-d maps:
U s DU , where U s X K U , V r J’ /d d i j h l d
 . 1 r  .as in 4.1 . Further, write U s U j ??? j U , r s r d with irreducibled d d
components U l. We claim that the identity map e g U is contained in U ld d
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 .for all l s 1, . . . , r d . For: The one-dimensional multiplicative group
w x  .  .G s K* acts on K X, Y through the definition t ? X, Y s tX, tY form
w x; t g G ; so G acts on any endomorphism f of K X, Y when onem m
y1  w x.defines t ? f s t (f ( t see, e.g., 4 , and the degree of t ? f is the same
as that of f. Consequently, any f g U l and e g U are connected by ad d
line within the confines of U . This implies that U l ; D nl.U q j., but U ld d js1 d d
being irreducible it must coincide with one of the U q j. and, in particular,d
e g U l. Now, take any two irreducible components U l, U m of U andd d e
consider the composition map:
U l = U m ª U l ? U m ; some irreducible component U n of U .d e d e de de
Since e g U l l U m, both U l and U m are contained in U l ? U m, hence ind e d e d e
nU . This proves the direct-irreducibility of U.de
 .4.6 Remark. The direct-irreducibility and, hence, the irreducibility of
 .G results by 3.1 from its connectedness, which is obvious because of the
 w x.action of G as above cf. 8, Lemma 4, p. 193 .m
5. OBSERVATIONS ON THE JACOBIAN PROBLEM
In this section we closely follow the notations and conventions of
  ..   ..Section 4. Let U s X lim R U s X lim O U be the monoid of¤ d ¤ d
all principal maps of A 2 to itself with Jacobian determinant 1, where
w Nd.x w Nd.x .  .  .  .R U [ K rJ and O U [ K r J as in 4.1 . Write R U s’d d d d
 .  .  .lim R U and O U s lim O U . Likewise, let G9 be the group of all¤ d ¤ d
2   X ..principal automorphisms of A , and express G9 as G9 s X lim R G¤ d
  X ..   ..  .  X .  .s X lim O G cf. 4.2 . Let R G9 s lim R G and O G9 s¤ d ¤ d
 X .  4  X 4lim O G . Since the families of ideals J , I each form surjecti¨ e¤ d a a
 .  . inverse systems as seen in 4.1 ] 4.2 , the following holds Mittag-Leffler
.condition :
ww`xx ww`xx Ã ww`xx .  .5.1 PROPOSITION. The natural maps K ª R U , K m K ª
 .R G9 are both surjecti¨ e.
  `.  ` `.Caution. This is not to say U, A and G9, A = A are embedded
.ind-affine varieties.
Let p : A` = A` ª A` be the projection to the first factor. As seen just1
 .   .  ..before 4.3 , given a pair of principal power-series f X, Y , g X, Y , the
  .  ..inverse power-series pair F X, Y , G X, Y has all of its coefficients
 .represented as polynomials over Z in the coefficients of f X, Y and
 .  w x.g X, Y cf., e.g., 4, Lemma 0.1, p. 441 .
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It follows, then, that the composition of maps
w Nd.x w Nd.x Ã w Nd.x XK ª K m K ª R G , P ¬ P m 1 mod I .  .d d
is surjective for all d, with
R GX ( K w Nd.xr I l K w Nd.x which we put s R G . .  . .d d d
  .So, letting G [ X lim R G , we get a commutative diagram¤ d
A` ¤ A` = A`
­ ­ 1 .
G ( G9
in which the top horizontal morphism represents the first projection.
 .Note that the right-hand side vertical morphism in 1 comes from the
ww`xx Ã ww`xx X ww`xx .surjection K m K ª lim R G . As for the K-algebra map K¤ d
 .ª lim R G ,¤ d
 . ww`xx  .5.2 PROPOSITION. The map K ª lim R G is surjecti¨ e.¤ d
 . w <Proof. Let us express, for each d, R G s K u , ¨ i q j O d, k q ld i j k l
x w x w2 Nd.x w <O d s K u, ¨ to which surjects K s K U , V i q j O d, k q l Od i j k l
x  X .d via U ¬ u and V ¬ ¨ . Likewise, we denote, for each d, R G si j i j k l k l d
w X X < x w x w2 Nd.xK u , ¨ , u , ¨ i q j O d, k q l O d s K u, ¨ , u9, ¨ 9 , and K mi j k l i j k l d
w2 Nd.x w X X < x w xK s K U , V , U , V i q j O d, k q l O d s K U, V, U9, V 9 , withi j k l i j k l d
w x w xa natural surjective homomorphism K U, V, U9, V 9 ª K u, ¨ , u9, ¨ 9 .d d
Now take the following three points into consideration:
 . w x w xi The surjective maps K U, V, U9, V 9 ª K U, V, U9, V 9 mak-d dy1
ing up the inverse limit lim K w2 Nd.x is the natural truncation, trnc ,¤ d
sending U , V , U X , V X with i q j O d y 1 or k q l O d y 1 to themselves,i j k l i j k l
and those with i q j s d or k q l s d to 0.
 . w x X Xii In K u, ¨ , u9, ¨ 9 express each u and each ¨ as integer-coef-d i j k l
ficient standard inverse polynomials in u 's and ¨ 's see just aboveab lm
 ..  .  .4.3 , which we denote simply by u9 s P u, ¨ and ¨ 9 s Q u, ¨ . Then,d d
w x w  .  .x w xK u, ¨ , u9, ¨ 9 s K u, ¨ , P u, ¨ , Q u, ¨ s K u, ¨ .d d d d d
 .iii The polynomials P and Q commutes with trnc , i.e.,d d d
 .  .  w  .x .trnc P s P and trnc Q s Q . See 4, Lemma 0.1 d .d d dy1 d d dy1
  .  .Now suppose we are given an element ??? ¤ F u, ¨ ¤ F u, ¨ ¤dy1 d
.  .  .  .??? g R G . By ii we may view this as an element of R G9 . Then, by
 .   .  .5.1 , there is an element ??? ¤ G U, V, U9, V 9 ¤ G U, V, U9, V 9 ¤dy1 d
ww`xx Ã ww`xx.??? g K m K such that, for all d,
w x w xG u , ¨ , u9, ¨ 9 s F u , ¨ in K u , ¨ , u9, ¨ 9 s K u , ¨ . 2 .  .  .d d
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 .   .  ..Put now H U, V [ G U, V, P U, V , Q U, V for all d. Then, trncd d d d d
  ..   .   ..  .H U, V s trnc G U, V, P , Q s by iii G U, V, P , Q sd d d d d dy1 dy1 dy1
 .   .  . .H U, V . Consequently, ??? ¤ H U, V ¤ H U, V ¤ ??? consti-dy1 dy1 d
ww`xx w x  .tutes an element of K s lim K U, V and, since H u, ¨ s¤ d d
  .  ..  .  .G u, ¨ , P u, ¨ , Q u, ¨ s G u, ¨ , u9, ¨ 9 s F u, ¨ , we concluded d d d d
  . .   .that ??? ¤ H U, V ¤ ??? is mapped to the given ??? ¤ F u, ¨d d
.¤ ??? .
The foregoing fact notwithstanding, the question as to whether or not G
and G9 are embedded remains open.
We wish to consider next a natural map G ª U. Since every point
X <  . <F g G satisfies the Jacobian Condition J F s 1 there is an obviousd
closed immersion GX ª U , which translates itself to a surjective homo-d d
 .  X .  .morphism O U ª O G ( O G . It follows that there is a morphism ofd d d
pro-affine algebras and one of ind-affine varieties:
lim O U ª lim O G , G9 ( G ª U . 3 .  .  .¤ d ¤ d
 .5.3 THEOREM. If the map G ª U is shown to be a closed immersion,
 .then it is an isomorphism affirmati¨ e solution of the Jacobian problem .
 .Proof. The map in question sends e to e, and G is smooth at e by 3.1 .
 .  .  .  .We saw in 4.4 that T G s T U , and U is direct-irreducible by 4.5 .e e
 .  .  .Therefore, conditions i ] iii of 2.6 are satisfied, and the desired isomor-
phism obtains.
In conclusion, let us examine conditions which make the map G ª U a
closed immersion. The following is a commutative diagram of pro-affine
algebras containing the pieces of information we have obtained so far:
aps 1ww`xx ww`xx ww`xx ww`xxÃK ª K ª K m K
x f x f x fU G G 9
( 4 .R U R G ª R G9 .  .  .
x g x gU G
h (
O U ª O G ª O G9 .  .  .
 . aIn 4 , all maps except p are lim of surjections and, moreover, f , f ,1 ¤ U G
and f are themselves surjections. So, we make the following observation.G9
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 .  .5.4 Remark. If g is shown to be surjective, then the map h in 4G
above will have to be surjective, clearly; and the Jacobian problem is
 .settled in the affirmative by Theorem 5.3 . In order for g to beG
 .surjective, an affirmative answer to Question 1.3 obviously suffices. While
this last in general may be too optimistic, the smoothness of G in the case
at hand is likely to help one deduce the desired surjectivity. Here, we have
.Grothendieck's theory of formal smoothness in mind. It may even be that
 .  . w xR G s O G , which reflects Bass' condition 2 in our language.
APPENDIX: LINEAR COMPACTNESS FOR RINGS
AND MODULES
w xThe notion of linear compactness was first introduced by Lefschetz 6
 .for vector spaces and later generalized to not-necessarily commutative
w xrings and modules by Zelinsky 9 . Let R be a commutative ring with a
linear topology, by which is meant there is a base of open neighborhoods of
 40 consisting of ideals, say I : a g L . Let M be a topological R-modulea
whose topology, too, is supposed to be linear, the basic open neighbor-
 4hoods of 0 being given by submodules M : b g D .b
DEFINITION A1. By a linear ¨ariety in M is meant any coset of a
submodule of M, so one looks like m q N, m g M and N ; M.
DEFINITION A2. A linear variety V is defined to be linearly compact in
case any collection of linear varieties, each closed in V, satisfying the finite
 .intersection property FIP has a nonempty intersection.
LEMMA A3. Let N, L be submodules of M, and let a, b g M. Then,
 .  .  .i a q N l b q L s c q N l L for some c g M, pro¨ided
 .  .a q N l b q L / B.
 .  .  .ii Assume N ; L. Then, a q N l b q L / B m a q
N ; b q L.
 .Proof. ii If a q n s b q l is in the intersection, then a s b q1 1
l y n g b q L, so that a q N ; b q L. The converse is even more1 1
 .obvious, and so is part i .
w xPROPOSITION A4 9, Proposition 5, p. 81 . If M satisfies the descending
 .chain condition DCC on closed submodules, then M is linearly compact,
and so is any closed linear ¨ariety in M.
 4Proof. Let S s m q N be a collection of closed linear varieties ina a
M satisfying the FIP, with a ranging over some index set. Then, the Na
are closed. Since by Lemma A3 any intersection of finitely many m q Na a
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is a closed linear variety of F N , we may assume from the outset thatfinite a
S is closed under the operation of finite intersection. Again by Lemma A3,
the DCC or the minimal condition translates itself as the minimal condi-
tion on the members of S. So, let m q N be a minimal member. It is0 0
now clear that all other members of S contain this one.
PROPOSITION A5. A linearly compact linear ¨ariety V is closed.
Proof. Take g g V, the closure of V. Then, for each open neighbor-
hood g q M of g,a
W [ g q M l V / B, W is closed in V .a a a
 .  4this last is because g q M is closed in M . Clearly, the collection Wa a
 .  4has the FIP, so by assumption B / F W s F g q M l V s g l V.a a a a
We find g g V.
PROPOSITION A6.
 .  .i A Cartesian product s complete direct sum of linearly compact
R-modules is linearly compact.
 .ii A continuous homomorphic image of a linearly compact R-module
is linearly compact.
 .iii A tensor product of linearly compact R-modules is linearly com-
pact; so is a symmetric tensor product of a linearly compact R-module.
 .iv An in¨erse limit of linearly compact R-modules is linearly compact.
 .v A completed tensor product of linearly compact R-modules is
linearly compact; so is a completed symmetric tensor product of a linearly
compact R-module.
Comments on Proofs.
 .  . w  .  .  .xi and ii For vector spaces, see 6, II, 27.2 , I.24.1 and II, 27.4 .
For R-modules, these proofs carry over directly.
 .  .  .iii This is a consequence of i and ii combined.
 . w  .  .xiv 6, II, 27.6 and I, 38, 39 for vector spaces cover all essential
points.
 .v In any R-module M with linear topology, the completion R is
 .  .  .obtained as lim MrM , so just combine ii , iii , and iv .¤ n
PROPOSITION A7. Let N be a closed submodule of M. Then, in the exact
sequence 0 ª N ª M ª MrN ª 0, M is linearly compact m N and MrN
are both linearly compact.
w x w  .xProof. See 9, Proposition 9, p. 83 ; also cf. 6, II, 5.5 .
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PROPOSITION A8. A Noetherian complete local ring is linearly compact.
 w x.Proof cf. 9, Theorem 3, p. 88 . Let A be one such ring with maximal
ideal m. Then, Arm, mrm2, . . . , mirmiq1, . . . are all discrete, finite
 .Arm -modules, so that these are linearly compact by Proposition A4. By
repeatedly using Proposition A7, one finds that all Armi are linearly
compact. Then, A s lim Armi is linearly compact by Proposition¤
 .A6 iv .
 4  4PROPOSITION A9. Let M : n g N , N : n g N be surjecti¨ e in¨ersen n
systems of linearly topologized R-modules, and suppose gi¨ en a morphism f :
 4  4M ª N such that, for ;n g N, f : M ª N are surjecti¨ e. Assumen n n n n
that the M are all linearly compact. Then, lim f : lim M ª lim N isn ¤ n ¤ n ¤ n
surjecti¨ e.
Proof. As the maps M ª M and N ª N are all surjective bynq1 n nq1 n
assumption, the map w [ lim f sends lim M onto a dense submodule¤ n ¤ n
  ..of lim N with respect to the inverse limit topology cf. Proposition 1.2 .¤ n
 .On the other hand, by Proposition A6 iv , lim M is linearly compact¤ n
 .because the M are. Therefore, w lim M is linearly compact in lim Nn ¤ n ¤ n
 .by Proposition A6 ii and, hence, closed in it by Proposition A5. Being a
 .dense closed subset, w lim M agrees with lim N .¤ n ¤ n
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